Good morning. I am Seiji Inagaki, Director, Managing Executive Officer
of Dai-ichi Life Holdings, Inc. Thank you for taking the time to join this
analyst meeting for the six months ended September 30, 2016.
Without further ado, let us begin.
Please turn to page 2.
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The following three points summarize today’s presentation.
First, our financial results. For the first half of the fiscal year, revenues decreased

due to the stronger yen along with factors such as controlled sales of single
premium products amidst the persistent low interest rate environment. Profit
decreased mainly due to the impact of interest rate fluctuations to Dai-ichi
Frontier Life. Downward revisions were made to forecasts for consolidated
ordinary revenues and fundamental profit because the unfavorable external
environment was harsher than what we had expected at the beginning of the
period. However, consolidated ordinary profit, net income attributable to
shareholder of parent company (net income), and dividends per share forecasts
have not been changed.
Second, after completing the transition to a holding company structure, we
entered the “2nd stage of a new foundation.” Each initiative related to the “Three
Growth Engines” showed progress during the first half of the fiscal year. We aim
for sustainable growth through the implementation of new initiatives such as
utilization of InsTech, sophisticated investments, our alliance with Japan Post
Insurance, the establishment of Asset Management One, and the proposed
merger of Janus Capital and Henderson.
Third, I will talk about our view on financial soundness and how we plan to accelerate
growth moving forward. Despite a harsh environment, due to the effect of capital
financing from the issuance of perpetual subordinated notes in July 2016, Dai-ichi’s

solvency margin ratio (on a non-consolidated basis) was maintained at a highly
sound level of 950%. Economic capital adequacy ratio improved, but in order to
achieve our medium term management plan, recovery of the financial
environment to a certain level is essential. While working to achieve financial
soundness, we will strengthen dialogue with the regulatory authorities to
continue to pursue sustainable growth.
Please turn to page 4.
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To summarize the six months ended September 30, 2016, because of
the persisting negative interest rate policy, market interest rates
continued to be at lower levels. Under such circumstances, we ran our
business focusing on profitability. For the domestic life insurance
business, we controlled the sales of single premium savings products.
While strategically controlling our top line, in order to be profitable
even under the prolonged low interest rate environment, we flexibly
allocated assets and we initiated more sophisticated investments by
investing in sectors with different risk elements compared to traditional
assets.
Although consolidated revenues and profit for the six months ended
September 30, 2016 were down year-on-year, a portion of this was
offset by an increased profit contribution coming from our overseas
business. The progress rate against our forecast for net income
attributable to shareholders of parent company (net income) was
54%, which was mostly in line with what we expected.
Please turn to page 5.
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Our consolidated financial results are highlighted here.
Consolidated ordinary revenues decreased by 13% year-on-year
because we strategically controlled sales. In addition, we revised our
consolidated ordinary revenues forecast downwards based on the
progress of Dai-ichi Frontier Life’s insurance sales.
Consolidated ordinary profit decreased by 9%, and net income
attributable to shareholders of parent company (net income)
decreased by 22%.
Please turn to page 6.
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I will explain each Group company’s business results.
Dai-ichi Life, on a non-consolidated basis, continued its efforts to control sales of single
premium products, and premium and other income decreased. We continued to avoid the
purchase of Japanese government bonds, taking into account the low interest rates in Japan.
Net income decreased following strong performance in the same period last year. The
progress rate against our original forecast is high as our foreign exchange hedge position went
up due to the stronger yen.
Dai-ichi Frontier Life (DFL) recorded a decline in premium and other income as it suspended
sales of its yen-denominated products, etc. On the other hand, the amount of surrenders
decreased and policies in force grew. The bottom line turned to a loss mainly because of the
impact of the decline in interest rates both inside and outside Japan during the first quarter.
However, during the second quarter, interest rates in Japan improved and the majority of net
loss recorded for the first quarter was eliminated.
Year-on-year comparison is not available for Protective Life as the same period in the prior
year covers only five months, but the current quarterly results were favorable against the
annual guidance of 300 million USD. However, investment income includes temporary profit
attributable to the reinsurance company. This profit will be redistributed to the reinsurance
company by means of payment in installments for a period of more than ten years.
TAL in Australia increased its premium and other income year-on-year on an AUD basis due to
the impact of group insurance it acquired during the latter half of the previous fiscal year. Due
to the decline of local interest rates, which had a positive impact, net income increased.
Overall, we focused on our bottom line by flexibly coping with the changes in the environment
in Japan and by capturing the benefits from business diversification and geographic
diversification, and as a result our business results were in line with our annual forecasts.
Please turn to page 7.
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Next, I will explain our earnings guidance for the year ending March
31, 2017.
As I explained in the beginning, results for the second quarter
progressed in line with the initial projection for the fiscal year.
However, on a non-consolidated basis, Dai-ichi Frontier Life’s
insurance sales slowed down and Dai-ichi Life was hit by the impact
from the stronger yen leading to a decrease in interest and dividend
income from foreign securities on a yen basis. Under such
circumstances, we revised our fiscal year forecast downward for
ordinary revenues and fundamental profit.
We maintained our forecasts for consolidated ordinary profit and net
income. This is because we believe that it is necessary to closely
observe how changes in the financial and economic environments
inside and outside Japan will impact the group’s profit and loss.
Please turn to page 8.
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I will explain about European Embedded Value (EEV) at September 30,
2016.
This slide shows the EEV breakdown of Dai-ichi Life Group where the
relations of assets and liabilities are considered and reclassified.
Group EEV was approx. 4.4 trillion yen, mainly due to the impact of
the strong yen on Dai-ichi Life’s foreign currency-denominated assets
and EEV of the overseas business when converted into yen. However,
EEV increased for each overseas business on a local currency basis.
In addition, there was a significant increase compared to the end of
the first quarter, when interest rates temporarily declined.
Please turn to page 9.
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This slide provides an analysis of changes in the Group’s embedded
value since the previous fiscal year end.
For Adjusted EV, the value of new business contributed approx. 45
billion yen, the term life insurance block acquired by Protective Life
contributed approx. 30 billion yen, and the expected existing business
contribution added approx. 200 billion yen.
Items from “value of new business” through “non-economic
assumptions change”, amounting to approximately 270 billion yen in
total, were attributable to our management’s actions and accordingly
can be regarded as organic growth. The organic growth rate, or
operating RoEV, was 6.1%. “Economic variances” was approx.
negative 340 billion yen.
The change in Group EEV was attributable to the negative impact of a
decrease in domestic interest rates of approx. 130 billion yen, and the
negative impact of the appreciated yen, including the EEV decrease of
the overseas business when converted into yen, of approx. 300 billion
yen.
Please turn to page 10.
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I will explain the change in value of new business (VNB).
VNB for the Group decreased year-on-year to approx. 45 billion yen. This was mainly
due to the impact of low interest rates on the domestic life insurance business.
Protective’s VNB decreased marginally but EEV increased by approx. 30 billion yen,
due to the acquisition of a block of term insurance.
VNB of TAL increased on a AUD basis but decreased on a yen basis.
As you can see, VNB for the first half of the fiscal year decreased. Please let me
provide some supplementary information on this.
Many companies including our Group, adopt the “market-consistent approach” for
calculations. This calculation is strongly based on the assumption that the interest rate
at a certain point in time will be realized throughout the super long-term future. For
single premium savings-products, recent interest rates are to be applied to premiums
paid. We are currently holding back on sales of such products.
By suspending sales of single-premium products, limiting the availability for
prepayment of premiums as well as shifting to level-premium products, we are
avoiding the purchase of Japanese government bonds and minimizing the sale of
assets that have higher investment returns. Under an environment where low interest
rates persist for the mid- to long-term, we believe that this is an effective method to
secure revenue.
Therefore, recent interest rates may not always match the investment yields applied to
new business policy reserves. It is important to keep in mind that the VNB shown here
is a valuation based on one particular method with a certain assumption.
Now, our President, Koichiro Watanabe, will talk to you about the strategy update of
our medium-term management plan ‘D-Ambitious’ and our future strategic direction.
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I am Koichiro Watanabe. Thank you again for attending the meeting today.
Today, I would like to provide an update on our strategies under our plan.
Please turn to page 12.
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Let me start with our environmental recognition.
Since our demutualization and listing in 2010, we experienced several
events. Until now, the business environment has continued to be
difficult as emerging economies slow down, the U.K. decided to leave
the EU, and a negative interest rate policy was implemented in Japan.
Further, as you know, the global financial market following the U.S.
presidential election is volatile. In addition, the rise of nationalism is
casting a shadow on the outlook for economic partnerships. We
expect to see some significant changes moving forward.
Despite all these events, the Group has been and will keep working to
build a foundation for sustainable growth in corporate value through
business diversification, geographic distribution and sophisticated
investment.
Please turn to page 13.
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As previously announced, the Dai-ichi Life group transitioned to a holding
company structure on October 1, 2016 marking the beginning of the
second stage of a new foundation following its demutualization and initial
public offering.
So why transition to a holding company structure now? To put it simply, it is
to increase our ability to adapt to change. Moving towards the future, we
are at a milestone. At the same time, the environment surrounding us is
changing dramatically.
On the technological side, the revolution in the industrial structure brought
forth by IoT, Big Data, and artificial intelligence and the “Society 5.0”
initiative aimed at realizing a “ Super Streamlined Society ” that the
Japanese government and the Federation of Economic Organizations are
taking the lead on may bring forth advanced information technologies that
can change the world as we know it.
In such an era, it may be inevitable for an industry consolidation to occur.
The Dai-ichi Group has always had the spirit of never fearing change and
has always created value. We will continue to lead the industry with
innovation, and strive to live up to the expectations of our stakeholders.
Please turn to page 14.
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As for our mid- to long-term strategy for FY15 to FY17 based on the
“Three Growth Engines,” we saw progress in each area, namely, the
domestic insurance business, the overseas insurance business, and
asset management.
In addition to examining our growth strategy inside and outside of
Japan through the creation of innovation utilizing InsTech and our
alliance with Japan Post Insurance, enhancement and expansion of
the business foundation for our asset management business will be
implemented in to our strategy.
Please turn to page 15.
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I will talk about our initiatives in the Domestic Life Insurance Business, one of our
Growth Engines.
Now that it seems that the low interest rate environment will persist for some time,
we need to make strategic decisions flexibly to stay competitive in the domestic
life insurance market. At Dai-ichi Life, we are shifting our product portfolio
towards protection-type products. Our latest addition of “Bright Way U-29”
targeting young customers and “Exceed U” offering nursing care coverage for
corporate clients, all address the protection market.
We have been investing in initiatives to strengthen the sales representatives who
recommend these new products. We have extended the training period and we
have made changes to the evaluation system to put more priority on expanding
the customer base. These initiatives are starting to take effect and we are
witnessing an improvement in sales force and productivity.
The industry will go through a number of major revisions in base assumptions,
such as the standard assumed rate of return scheduled next year. In order to
survive these changes, we need to create new value-added products and
services for customers from any gender, age and market segment in the long run.
Further, the insurance business could be revolutionized with the application of
Information and Communication Technologies, AI and big data. In this regard, our
group-wide “InsTech” initiatives could help us leap forward among our peers,
leading to the introduction of innovative products and services.
Please turn to page 16.
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Dai-ichi Frontier Life continues to expand its product and channel mix, built
on competitive edges within the company as a leader in the
bancassurance market. At the same time, the company will continue its
best practice of serving customers first, carrying out its fiduciary duties.
The bancassurance market, especially with respect to yen-denominated
saving products, is facing turbulence, but the company continues to
expand its product lineup with the recent introduction of foreign currency
fixed annuities, serving the changing need of customers.
Neo First Life celebrated its first anniversary last August. The company
continues to grow its business, expanding its product portfolio and
networking new agents. In March 2016, the company introduced new
products with reduced underwriting standards and income protection
products with discounts according to the level of healthiness of the
policyholders. In December, the company is going to introduce a new
product, “Karada Kakumei”, that take into account the level of healthiness
of the customer to determine its age.
Although the company is young and standing behind its peers, we expect
that the company will continue introducing products based on
“healthiness,” improving brand recognition and setting the business on a
track to grow further in the future.
Please turn to page 17.
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Following the domestic life insurance business comes the overseas
insurance business.
During the first six months of the current fiscal year, the domestic life
insurance business faced a decline both in top line and bottom line as
we made the strategic decision to reduce sales of saving-type
insurance products, but the overseas life insurance business
continues to see its contribution to Group top line and bottom line
increase. The Group’s efforts to diversify its business and geography
is yielding benefits and the Group is now emerging with a clear
advantage over its peers.
As you can see on this slide, the overseas life insurance business
accounts for roughly 30% of net income and roughly 20% of policies
in-force and EEV.
Please turn to page 18.
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In the overseas life insurance business, we continue to alternate our
growth strategy and capital strategy taking into account each
company’s growth stage and the markets they are in, ensuring mid- to
long-term profit growth and capital creation.
In the developed markets, we put priority on profit and capital creation
that should generate returns to the Group. Protective Life serves as
the best example because the company, based on ample cash flow,
continues to demonstrate its ability to invest in inorganic growth while
paying dividends. Earlier in August, Protective Life agreed to acquire
United States Warranty Corporation, and yet Protective Life is able to
pay dividends to Dai-ichi Life Holdings.
In the markets in Asia, we continue to inject capital for growth
initiatives to ensure mid- to long-term profit growth. To that end, we
increased our stake in Star Union Dai-ichi Life. We also started to
study opportunities in Cambodia. At the same time, based on the
enterprise risk management framework of allocating capital efficiently
based on risks and returns, we will consider repatriating returns from
companies depending on capital levels.
Please turn to page 19.
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Let us move on to our asset management business.
The chart on this slide outlines our investment policy in the low interest
rate environment. As for sophistication of asset liability management
(ALM), on the asset side we continue to enhance our mid- to long-term
portfolio simulation model. On the liability side we flexibly manage
sales strategies depending on the market environment.
We try to maintain accounting profitability by actively allocating funds
among hedged foreign bonds and risk assets in light of the low interest
rates and high volatility in the market.
In addition, we plan to increase investments in new areas, such as
project finance and asset finance, which have a separate risk profile
compared to traditional assets.
Regarding economic solvency, we are controlling the duration of assets
with the active use of derivatives.
As for sophistication through utilization of the Group resources, we
continue to look for opportunities to enhance investment management
through joint development of products with asset management
companies, etc.
Please turn to page 20.
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In our Asset Management Business, DIAM has merged with three
asset management businesses under Mizuho Financial Group to
become Asset Management One in October 2016. Separately, our U.S.
asset management affiliate, Janus Capital Group, announced its
agreement with Henderson Group of the United Kingdom on a merger.
The Company agreed with the two companies to take up to 20% of the
new company.
The two developments enabled us to form a trilateral business
structure to cover three major asset management markets i.e. Japan,
the United States and Europe.
With this milestone, we believe our asset management business will
grow further and contribute more to the Group’s profitability by sharing
its investment expertise with the Group’s insurance companies, as well
as create synergies through cross-selling opportunities across each
asset manager’s platform.
Please turn to page 21.
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I will explain the developments on the strategic business alliance between Daiichi Life Group and Japan Post Insurance.
The alliance stands on the common vision of cooperation on the “Three Growth
Engines” and the contribution to a “Development of local communities throughout
Japan.” Since the announcement of the alliance in March 2016, we have
announced a number of developments.
In the overseas life insurance business, Japan Post Insurance started to provide
support to Dai-ichi Life Vietnam’s sales of insurance products through the
network of Vietnam Post, exchanging human resources and receiving on-site
visits from Vietnam Post.
Cooperation in the asset management business extended into a joint investment
in growing sectors, sharing asset management capabilities such as Asset
Management One and Janus Capital Group. We now share asset management
business expertise through personnel exchanges and as a result of the sale of
part of our interest in Trust & Custody Services Bank to Japan Post Insurance.
In the domestic life insurance business, we and NTT Data hosted “Open
Innovation Forum” last week on November 14, 2016 which attracted more than
100 entrepreneurs. This is a prelude to a business contest we plan in March
2017 in order to gather business ideas from various business domains.
Please turn to page 22.
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Next is our financial strategy.
As we have announced, the business results for the six months ended
September 30, 2016 were in line with our expectations by reaching
54% of our forecast for the fiscal year. This was achieved by
responding to the domestic financial environment and taking flexible
measures, both on the insurance sales side and the asset
management side.
Having said that, low interest rates in the short term have limited effect
but attention is required if current levels continue in the long term. In
addition, a prolonged appreciation of the yen would have an impact on
Dai-ichi’s positive spread and the exchange rate levels at the end of
the period may impact yen-based valuation.
Uncertainty continues for the financial environment inside and outside
Japan. Most recently, due to the outcome of the US presidential
election, we are experiencing the depreciation of the yen and rising
interest rates. We will observe future trends and carefully continue our
business activities to achieve our mid-term profit target.
Please turn to page 23.
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This is an update on economic capital adequacy.
Economic capital as of the end of September 2016, increased compared to
the end of March 2016 to approximately 4.7 trillion yen. This was due to the
effect from the enrichment of capital resulting from the issuance of
perpetual subordinated notes in July was higher than the decrease in
economic value capital in light of the stronger yen, etc. Because low
interest rates persisted, total risk amount did not change significantly. Risk
amount was approximately 4.5 trillion yen. As a result, economic capital
adequacy ratio recovered to 106%.
Within the framework of ERM, we utilized derivatives to reduce interest rate
risks and controlled the sales of single premium products. We will continue
to initiate measures to improve our economic capital adequacy by accruing
value of new business, etc. On the other hand, from a “market consistent
approach” standpoint, the premise would be for the financial environment,
particularly the domestic long-term interest rates, to recover to a certain
level.
As for the target economic capital adequacy ratio to be achieved by the
end of March 2018, we have announced that we may reconsider our target
if necessary.
Please turn to page 24.
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I will now discuss our business strategy in light of negative interest rates.
First of all, I would like to reiterate that we are well capitalized in terms of
solvency margin ratio under the current regulatory framework, even in the
current lower interest rate environment.
However, our economic capital adequacy, a leading indicator of a superlong nature, was affected. This indicates that our capital adequacy would
be negatively impacted based on the strong assumption that the interest
rate levels continue over several decades.
Under such circumstances, the way we consider the ERM triangle may be
a turning point in achieving sustainable growth, that is to say, whether we
choose to aim for a negative spiral, or aim for a positive one.
As shown on the left, if we should choose to avert risk while neglecting to
pursue growth, we would simply purchase a significant amount of JGB to
improve economic capital adequacy. But we believe that such improvement
will only be for the short term. Building up assets that generate a super-low
yield will eventually lead to lower financial soundness in the mid to long
term due to lower profitability.
We aim for a positive spiral. We aim to secure financial soundness through
a sustainable growth by considering the economic capital adequacy leading
indicator as one of the indicators.
Please turn to page 25.
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As for the implementation of international capital regulations under
prolonged low interest rates, the Dai-ichi Group will be actively
involved in this matter and will be engaging in dialogue with regulatory
authorities.
On a separate note, let me introduce to you that the JSFA, from a
capital regulations standpoint, recently announced their opinion
regarding the ICS second public consultation. As shown, it is
described that the implementation of regulations may cause four
unintended impacts depending on some factors such as its definition
of capital or its detailed valuation methodologies for liabilities. As for
the positioning of financial soundness regulations, we are beginning to
see a common understanding. Moving forward, in order to spread this
understanding globally, as well as defining the regulations, we will
actively be involved in this matter, including engaging in dialogue with
regulatory authorities.
Please turn to page 26.
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Finally, I’d like to explain our shareholder return policy.
Up until now, the Dai-ichi Group has always enhanced shareholder
returns through profit growth. As explained during the beginning of this
presentation, based on the changes in the external environment,
instead of focusing on the top line, we took flexible measures. As a
result, our bottom line performed well compared to our annual
guidance.
Based on the current situation, our total payout ratio target is
unchanged.
This ends my presentation. Thank you.
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